
5ème RECOMMENDED READING LIST 2013

ACTION & ADVENTURE

Peter Cocks Long Reach (Eddie Savage Series) In this gritty South London 

thriller a teenager begins to investigate the murder of his elder brother. A quality 

gang-land thriller.

Alex Gordon Smith The Fury The Fury is an unexplained urge to kill that takes 

over people, and the problem is it’s only directed as very specific people. YOU!

Michael Grant Bzrk Futuristic nano technology is used as a weapon in this superb 

thriller from the author of the Gone series.

Andrew Klaven The Last Thing I Remember Series Super fast series, billed 

as “Bourne Identity for kids”, Charlie loses a year of his memory and finds he has 

been convicted of murder.

John Marsden Tomorrow: When the War Began Series Australia is invaded 

by an unknown enemy in this stunning futuristic thriller series recently made into a 

film. First in a long, complex series.

Andy McNab Boy Soldier Series McNab draws on his own vast SAS experience 

to write this exciting, part-biographical, account of his teenage years in the army.

Kirsty Murray Vulture’s Gate A plague has stopped girls being born. Callum, on 

the run, meets Bo. Is she possibly the last girl alive in the world?



James Riordan The Sniper Realistic World War 2 adventure tale about young 

Russian snipers.

Jeyn Roberts Dark Inside & Rage Within World-wide earthquakes shake the 

world, releasing a force that turns many of the survivors into blood-thirsty killers.

Marcus Sedgwick Revolver Gripping psychological revenge thriller set in Alaska 

in 1910.

A G Smith Furnace Series Vicious fantasy adventure with a boy trapped in a 

deep

underground prison guarded by monsters and demons.

Mark Walden HIVE Series Bright kids are stolen and sent to the Higher Institute 

of Villainous Education. Very good fun & a really popular, enjoyable series.

FANTASY

Trudi Canavan Black Magician Trilogy This is a complex tale of conspiracy & 

magic which is lost & found. A stunning read, & a great introduction to Canavan.

Cassandra Clare Mortal Instruments Series Thumping tale of medieval 

warriors forcing demons back to their own dimension in modern day New York.

David Eddings Belgariad Series Wonderful series of 5 books about a farmer 

boy who is prophesied to become a powerful leader & warrior. 

Becca Fitzpatrick Hush Hush Series One of the best supernatural romance 

novels around. A sacred oath, a fallen angel, a forbidden love...



John Flanagan Brotherband Series To become warriors, boys must fight 

against other Brotherbands to survive on the deadly seas. Fast paced & violent new 

series.

Lian Hearn Across the Nightingale Floor Series Absolutely tremendous 

novel about the search for a boy with special powers, after his family have been 

killed by an evil warlord.

Derek Landy Skulduggery Pleasant Series Superior fantasy horror novel. 

Wild and full of imagination & a cynical detective who has been dead for over 500 

years.

Cliff McNish Angel Freya is stalked by an angel in this gripping fantasy tale.

Michael Paver Wolf Brother (Tales of Darkness Series) An exciting series 

charting the lives and adventures of early man, their lives, fears, adventures, 

superstitions & battles.

Philip Pullman His Dark Materials Trilogy Staggering dark fantasy trilogy in 

which Lyra fights for survival in a godless world. A brilliant series worthy of its 

exalted status.

Laini Taylor Daughter of Smoke & Bone Quality mix of urban & high fantasy 

which is a clever reworking of angel mythology, part romance with great characters.

GIRL TALK

Sophie Bennett The Look Edwina is scouted by a model agency, at the same 

time her older sister is diagnosed with cancer. Cute, moving & a great read.

Ann Brashares The Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants Series 



Entertainingly quirky and touching story of how four friends use an old pair of jeans 

to remain connected when they are apart.

Penelope Bush Alice in Time 14 year old Alice is transported into herself (as a 7 

year old) and is able to relive her life through new eyes. Both funny and clever.

Lil Chase Boys for Beginner Tom-boy Gwennie realizes she’ll have to change 

after meeting Charlie. Funny, engaging and likely to appeal to girls of all ages.

Keren David Lia’s Guide to Winning The Lottery Funny account of a 16 

year old who wins eight million pounds & finds out she’s very popular, but swears 

money will not change her.

Hayley Long Lottie Biggs Series Really funny series about a 15 year old 

growing up in Cardiff. A real laugh, touching, & covers real life issues. For Louise 

Rennison fans.

Samantha MacIntosh Kisses for Lula Funny tale of a 16 year old girl who thinks 

she’s jinxed, as she’s never been kissed. It will definitely make you smile.

Sarah Mlyowski Gimme a Call Pretty funny! Devi finds that she can talk to her 

future self

with her mobile. She starts giving her really bad advice.

Jodi Picoult Between the Lines Fictional characters, trapped in a book, come to 

life in this gentle fantasy romance from the huge selling adult author.

Louise Rennison Withering Tights Series Comedy set over a long summer 

holiday in a drama school.

Louise Rennison Georgina Nicholson Series The teenage Bridget Jones! 



Often hilarious diaries of a confused, but fairly normal, teenager. Really funny 10 

book series.

TEENS IN TROUBLE

Jim Carrington Inside my Head Riveting tale of school bullying told from 3 points 

of view: the bully’s friend, victim and girl in the middle. Original, intense & twisted.

Anne Cassidy Just Jealous Creepy thriller about a girl infatuated with her best 

friend's boyfriend.

Robert Cormier The Chocolate War & Beyond the Chocolate War 

Stunning and shocking novel about the power of gangs in school and how one 

small act of defiance starts a chain reaction in the school.

Keren David If I was Joe & Almost True Thriller about a boy who witnesses a 

serious knife crime & is taken into a witness protection scheme when his life is 

threatened.

Phil Earle Being Billy Angry, foster home set novel, about a boy with serious 

anger

management issues. Aggressive, moving & fast paced.

SE Hinton The Outsiders Stunning study of hate, violence, loyalty and friendship 

set in

the tough gang-lands of New York.

Carol Lynch Williams The Chosen One 13 year old Kyra’s family live with an 

isolated cult and life turns for the worse when she is told she has to marry her 61 

year old uncle.



Todd Strasser Boot Camp Fast page turner about an out-of-control teenager 

forced into

a tough and regimented military school by his parents.

William Sutcliffe Bad Influence Ollie is influenced by his best friend Carl. So 

what if he’s a cruel, dangerous a bully? A top notch thriller about peer pressure.

Jenny Valentine Double Life of Cassiel Roadnight Two boys. One identity. 

He can change his life if he says yes…Brilliant thriller about mistaken identity and 

starting afresh.

Rachel Ward Numbers Trilogy 15 year old Jem keeps a secret. When her eyes 

meet someone else’s, she sees a six digit number - the date on which they will die.

Benjamin Zephaniah Teacher’s Dead A teacher seemingly murdered by two of 

his pupils. But are things as cut-and-dried as they seem? A cunning, cynical & 

subversive read.

TEEN LIFE

Alice Kuipers Life on the Refrigerator Door Tearful and moving novel about 

the relationship of a mother and daughter told entirely through notes left on the 

fridge door.

R J Palacio Wonder Dark, funny & touching story of a boy born with an 

unspecified

facial deformity. Destined for modern classic status.

Alexie Sherman The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian Really 

funny tale of a native-American-Indian boy trying to integrate into an American high 

school.



Jerry Spinelli Stargirl & Love, Stargirl Brilliant and brave novel about a 

teenager daring to be different in an American high school. A belated sequel 

appeared recently.

Rebecca Stead When You Reach Me Odd & intriguing novel about the effect an 

act of random bullying has on two best friends.

Jenny Valentine Finding Violet Park Engaging look at the life of a teenager 

who finds the ash-urn of the recently deceased, Violet Park, and then life begins to 

change....

MODERN CLASSICS

Maya Angelou I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Classic autobiography of 

a young black girl struggling against the brutal American race discrimination in the 

1930s.

Anne Cassidy Looking For JJ JJ is released from prison, 10 years after killing a 

friend, & tries to live with her new identity. Truly amazing teenage thriller.

Susan Cooper The Dark Is Rising Series Legendary five book 1970s fantasy 

sequence.

Gillian Cross Wolf Brilliant multi-layered family drama about hidden secrets and 

Cassy’s father – who nobody ever speaks about.

Ian Fleming Casino Royale Discover Bond in the first of the classic thriller/spy 

novels.

Mark Haddon Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time Cult classic 



which tells the story of an autistic boy trying to figure out who killed his neighbour’s 

dog.

C S Lewis Out of the Silent Planet (The Cosmic Trilogy) Dr Ransom is 

kidnapped & taken to Mars. Truly stunning trilogy about the failure of mankind. An 

incredible imagination at work.

Meg Rosoff How I Live Now Odd and dreamy novel set in the back-drop of an 

undisclosed war, with an American girl stranded with her English in-laws.

Dodie Smith I Capture the Castle Great novel of first love, with an eccentric 

family of sisters living in a dilapidated castle in pre-war Ireland.

J. Vance Marshall Walkabout Two lost British children try to survive the harsh 

landscape

of Australia, aided by an Aboriginal boy on “walkabout”.

CLASSICS

Louisa M Alcott Little Women Series of novels about 4 sisters growing up 

in1860s America written from the point of view of Jo, who would dearly like to be a 

writer.

Charlotte Bronte Jane Eyre Jane falls in love with her rich employer, only to find 

out

he has a dark secret.... Classic stuff that has thrilled generations.

Edgar Rice Burroughs Tarzan of the Apes It’s time for a Tarzan revival! A baby 

boy is left stranded in the African jungle after his parents die and is raised by apes.

Agatha Christie The Body in the Library Christie in her finest Miss Marple tale 



or murder and revenge.

Charles Dickens Oliver Twist Classic tale of the young orphan’s dramatic move 

through life.

George Orwell Animal Farm Stunning political parody, set in a farm yard with the 

animals

playing the parts of people.

R.L. Stevenson Treasure Island Timeless sea adventure and the search for lost 

treasure.

Jules Verne Journey to the Centre of the Earth Wonderfully inventive story 

about explorers who climb down an extinct volcano and into the centre of the earth.

HG Wells The Time Machine SF novel about time travel and the possible 

consequences.

HG Wells War of the Worlds The Martians invade Earth in this timeless science 

fiction novel.

John Wyndam Day of the Triffids Gripping novel about paranoia and the Earth 

being invaded by seemingly invincible plants.

DEALING WITH DEATH

Sita Brahmachari Artichoke Heart & Jasmine Skies Insightful & sad family-

drama about the relationship between a 12 year old girl and her sick grandmother. 

Now with loose sequel.

Gayle Foreman If I Stay & Where She Went Brilliant novel, told in flashback, 



about Mia, whose life changes forever, one night on a dark snowy road, after an 

accident.

Alice Kuiper Lost for Words A teenager tries to come to terms with the death of 

her sister.

Suzanna LaFleur Love, Aubrey Heartbreaking story of a girl who, having 

survived the car accident that killed her father and her little sister, is abandoned by 

her mother.

Megan Miranda Fracture Delaney almost drowns in a frozen lake. But she soon 

begins to

experience weird sensations pulling her to the dead side.

Annabel Pitcher My Sister Lives on the Mantelpiece Amazing study of loss 

as a family fails to recover from their daughter's death in a suicide bomb attack.

Daniel Waters Generation Dead Series All over the country teenagers who 

die, come back to life, in this highly original and compelling series of books.

FEEL THE FEAR: REMEMBER TO CLOSE YOUR BEDROOM WINDOW

Malorie Blackman Stuff of Nightmares Frightening and scary novel which 

centres on the small, irrational fears that affect us all whilst we’re having 

nightmares.

S R Brennan Demon’s Lexicon Trilogy Alan has been marked by a demon’s 

sign of death by a magician who cursed his mother. Brilliant dark, fantasy horror.

Melvin Burgess Sara’s Face A few year’s in the future, face transplants become 

common... Sara soon realises there is something horribly wrong with her new face.



Kate Cann Leaving Poppy Possessing Rayne A new genre for the great Kate 

Cann in this macabre novel of possession, friendship and going too far. Genuinely 

creepy!

D V Carter The Hand of the Devil This grisly thriller will excite many readers 

with its edgy prose and great action sequences. A really great horror read, set in 

Southern Africa.

Laura Jane Cassidy Angel Kiss A new girl gets sucked into a 25 year old murder 

mystery in a remote Irish village, as she thinks the dead are trying to talk to her.

Kimberley Derting Body Finder Trilogy Violet has a curse: the ability to sense 

the location of dead bodies. 

Susan Hill The Small Hand A bookseller feels the invisible hand of a child 

holding his.

Edward Hogan Daylight Saving Daniel gets much more than he bargained for 

when on a family holiday encounters the spirit of a dead girl. A top quality ghost 

story.

Robin Jarvis Dancing Jax 1 & 2 Brilliant supernatural thriller about a group of 

children who find a cursed, occult book. Really creepy, haunting horror thriller.

Cliff McNish Breathe: A ghost Story A top quality ghost story. The kind that 

places its cold fingers on you, grips tight & doesn’t let you go until the last pages 

have been turned.

Cliff McNish The Hunting Ground Truly insidious ghost story set in a creepy 

mansion and featuring lost children. Another really scary read from fear master Cliff 



McNish.

Lauren Myracle Bliss Adjusting to a new school, Bliss befriends Sandy—a gruff, 

troubled girl who may be related to the hypnotic voices calling from an abandoned 

building. Myracle’s novel boasts the creepiest sleepover scene of all time.

Kathleen Peacock Deadly Hemlock Lupine Syndrome, the werewolf virus, 

infects more & more people. Whilst Amy tries to come to terms with the death of her 

best friend.

Charlie Price Hear the Dead Cry Great supernatural thriller about a teenager 

who has the gift of hearing dead people talk. Or is it a curse?

Rachel Vincent My Soul to Take Series Great supernatural thriller about a girl 

who senses when someone near her is going to die. A great horror thriller series to 

try.

MONSTERS, VAMPIRES, DEMONS & BOOKS THAT GO BUMP IN THE 

NIGHT

Becca Black iDracula Quirky modern rewrite of Dracula for the iphone generation.

Andrew Hammond The Gallows Curse (CRYPT Series) A team of secret 

teenagers battle & solve supernatural crimes in this cool new series. Gory, violent, 

fast paced & very good fun.

Lindsay Barraclough Long Lankin Simply terrifying tale of a house cursed by an 

ancient evil, & two children who visit there to live with their great aunt.

Andrew Fukuda The Hunt Nail biting thriller where humans have been hunted to 

near extinction by vampire like creatures. Twilight it isn’t….



Jennifer Harlow Mind Over Monsters: FREAKS Squad Series Horror 

comedy about a school teacher who is a member of FREAKS, a secret 

organisation which hunts & kills supernatural beings.

Cliff McNish Savannah Grey: a Horror Story Beautifully written urban 

fantasy-come-horror story with a twist. Dark, scary and completely original!

Jonathan Maberry Rot & Ruin (Benny Imura Trilogy) In a zombie infested 

world, two brothers hunt zombies, but not for the reasons you may think….. Now a 

heart-stopping trilogy.

Stephanie Meyer Twilight Series Great teenage vampire series, sadly made 

into boring films.

Jackson Pearce Sisters Red Wow! Fantastic dark horror (with a dash of 

romance) about two teenage sisters who hunt werewolves.

Marcus Sedgwick My Swordhand is Singing & Kiss of Death Chilling 

vampire tale set in 17th Century Europe, inspired by the original Transylvanian 

Vampire folk takes. Two very scary books.

Darren Shan Cirque du Freak series Brilliant twelve book vampire series as 

‘Darren Shan’ gets bitten by a vampire spider & battles the undead.

Scott Westerfeld The Midnighters Trilogy Brilliantly scary trilogy about a town 

that freezes in time for one hour every day – then the nastiness begins when the 

dark come out.

Rick Yancey The Monstrumologist Trilogy This edgy gothic novel has it all: 

monsters, corpses, catacombs and loads of great scares, not to mention two 



bloody sequels.

SPORTING STORIES

Theresa Breslin Divided City Tough Scottish novel which tackles the religious 

divide in

Glasgow through the football teams Celtic & Rangers.

Trevor Colgan Stretford Enders Series Fantastically realistic series about 

teenage football fanatics: their lives, loves and dreams of making it big.

David McRoberts Fergus MacPhail: the Boy, the Legend Wildly entertaining 

football story of a teenage tear-away and his life at school and with the girls! Funny 

stuff.

Mal Peet Keeper & The Penalty Mesmerizing football novel about a Brazilian 

goal-keeper.

It’s so real you can almost hear the crowd cheering.

Robert Rigby Goal! Series Live the perfect football dream as Santiago makes his 

name

at Newcastle before moving to Real Madrid in the sequel.

YOU’RE HAVING A LAUGH: FUNNY READS

F. Cottrell-Boyce Millions Britain is about to join the Euro, 2 boys find 250K and 

have 10 days to spend it before it becomes obsolete. Brilliant comedy thriller.

John Brindley Rhino Boy The school bully develops a huge spot on his forehead 

that



grows into a rhino horn! Really, really funny.

Candy Gourlay Tall Story Funny and touching account of a half-brother and 

sister. She’s mad about basketball & he’s eight feet tall. Brilliant.

Mark Lowery Socks Are Not Enough Mike’s world falls apart when he finds out 

his parents are closet nudists & he catches his brother kissing the girl of his 

dreams.

G. McCaughrean Death Defying Pepper Roux Funny adventure fantasy about 

a boy who believes he is going to die on his 14th birthday. I loved this quirky and 

magical read.

Anthony McGowan Henry Tumour Rude look at how a boy copes with having a 

brain tumour. It develops a personality of its own & fights to take control of his body.

Anthony McGowan Hell Bent Hilarious tale of a teenager sent to hell for a minor 

misdemeanor.

John Van De Ruit Spud Trilogy Popular look at a boy in a South African boarding 

school in the1990s, just as Nelson Mandela is released from prison.

Louis Sachar The Cardturner Alton helps his blind uncle play cards & gets more 

than he bargained for. Both fresh & original. You might even learn to play bridge!

Alex Shearer Bootleg Chocolate is made illegal, and this funny novel focuses on 

the

chocolate resistance movement that forms. Really good fun.

Sue Townsend Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Classic series of diaries 

featuring 13 year old Adrian and his obsession with the lovely Pandora.



THE FUTURE LOOKS DARK……..

Tom Becker The Traitors Adam is sent to “The Dial” where teenage traitors are 

forced to atone for their crimes. The dial, though, is no normal prison…. Superb.

Anna Carey Eva 16 years after a deadly virus has almost destroyed the World Eve 

finds out the true purpose of the boarding school she lives in…

Suzanne Collins Hunger Games Trilogy Searing novel set in a future with 

unsettling parallels to our own in which children have to fight to the death on reality 

TV.

Allie Condie Matched & Crossed Teenagers are forced to marry the perfect 

“match” in this dark thriller in which their lives are controlled by the Elders.

Michael Grant Gone Series In these super fast paced and exhilarating novels, all 

adults disappear into thin air & the children have to battle to survive on their own.

Charlie Higson The Enemy Series The sickness turns all adults into zombie 

flesh-eating monsters. A group of children try to escape London in this super-

exciting series.

Saci Lloyd Carbon Diaries 2015 Carbon Diaries 2017 Funny (and topical) 

look at a future in which the government pass a law in which everyone is 

responsible for their own carbon footprint.

Saci Lloyd Momentum Energy wars are flaring across the globe in this thrilling 

adventure between the outsiders & the citizens. 

Gemma Malley The Declaration Trilogy Drugs allow people to live for 100s of 



years & having children is banned. Dark, original science fiction fable.

Gemma Malley The Killables “The Ks” have been marked for death in this 

dystopian chiller set after a nuclear war, where the survivors are ruled by an evil 

tyrant.

Patrick Ness The Knife of Never Letting Go Series In a town populated 

only by men, everyone has the ability of hearing each other's thoughts. Highly 

original, gripping thriller.

Susan Pfeffer Life As We Knew It Series Absolutely fantastic novel about the 

survival of earth after a huge comet wipes out civilization. A quite brilliant trilogy 

about the world ending.

Neal Shusterman Unwind Frightening and highly original science fiction in a 

future, similar to our own, where children can be “unwound” and have their body-

parts harvested.

Maria Snyder Inside Out & Inside In Top quality thriller fantasy about a world 

split into two sections. Those underneath are “the Scrubs” and the privileged live on 

the surface.

Teri Terry Slated Superior thriller drama where the government wipe the 

memories of terrorists. The plot centres on a girl who suffered a brain-wipe…..

Scott Westerfeld Uglies Quartet In the future plastic surgery is taken to the 

extreme. Those who reject the process are known as “Uglies” & cast out of civilized 

society.

Susanne Winnacker The Other Life Sherry’s family live in a bunker for 3 years 

after a killer virus. Hunger forces them out, the World isn’t what it was… A terrifying 



read!

Moira Young Blood Red Road & Rebel Heart Savage post-apocalyptic thriller 

about a girl searching for her stolen brother in a vicious, dark & violent future 

landscape.

THRILLERS & MYSTERY

Sarah Alderson Hunting Lila Series Thrillers about a girl with the power to 

move objects with her mind.

Malorie Blackman Noughts and Crosses Series In an alternative future, 

racism is tackled in a society which has only two types of people: “noughts” & 

“crosses”. Top quality series.

Martyn Bedford Flip Tom wakes up one morning & discovers he is in the body of 

someone called Philip. Great psychological & twisty thriller.

Tim Bowler Buried Thunder Gripping supernatural thriller about a family who 

buy a remote guest house in a sleepy village with dark secrets.

Catherine Bruton We Can Be Heroes Engaging, often funny, tale of a boy 

whose father died on 9/11.

Anne Cassidy Missing Judy Intense novel about the mystery surrounding the 

vanishing of a 6 year old and the guilt of the older sister who feels responsible.

Anne Cassidy Heart Burn Twisty thriller, in which Ashley has to hide an envelope 

for the school bully without looking in it. But of course, she looks….

Harlan Coben Shelter (Mickey Bolitar Series) Adult crime master Coben 



tries his hand an teen crime, in this brilliant new series about a boy who witnesses 

the death of his father.

Narinder Dhami Bang, Bang, You’re Dead! Sweaty thriller with a lone masked 

gun-man stalking a school with hostages - Mia suspects her brother is involved 

somehow.........

Helen Grant Wish Me Dead Steffi visits the house of a long-dead witch & is given 

magic wishes, which all come horribly true in this superior supernatural chiller.

Jill Hathaway Slide Vee has narcolepsy & when she falls asleep she sees through 

the eyes of other people, including a serial killer…. Great thriller.

Ally Kennen Bullet Boys Three teens find a cache of hidden weapons near an 

army base.

Ally Kennan Quarry Excellent page turner about a boy who receives anonymous 

texts challenging him to bizarre dares which become increasingly dodgy.

Sophie McKenzie Girl Missing Trilogy Tremendous thriller about a girl who 

thinks she may have been snatched as a baby. The sequels pick up the story a few 

years later.

Lisa McMann Wake Trilogy Janie has the ability to see other people’s dreams. 

This is good fun until something from someone’s nightmare begins to stalk her.

Lisa McMann The Missing Really creepy thriller about a teenager who starts 

receiving messages from other teenagers who have disappeared. A great page 

turner.

Patrick Ness A Monster Calls Conor has incredibly vivid nightmares that seem 



to be real.

Kathy Reichs Virals & Seizure Adult crime writer, Reichs, turns to teen-thrillers, 

starring Tory Brennan, niece of the bones expert in Reich’s adult thrillers.

Morton Rhue The Wave Absorbing novel about a classroom experiment that goes

horribly wrong and a Nazi-like epidemic spreads across the school.

Marcus Sedgwick White Crow Tale of friendship of two girls in a long, hot, 

summer, but it is interwoven with a 17th century tale of bizarre experiments into the 

afterlife.

Brian Selznick Invention of Hugo Cabret Wonderful mystery novel set in 

1930s Paris. It uses very visual graphics and art, which only add to the mystery.

Maggie Stiefvater Shiver & Linger & Forever (Trilogy) Grace is fascinated by 

the wolves behind her house.... little does she know the connection with her friend 

Sam. 

Todd Strasser Blood on my Hands Twisty thriller about teenage peer pressure 

and murder…

Benjamin Zephaniah Teacher’s Dead A teacher, seemingly, murdered by 2 of 

his pupils, but are things as cut-and-dried as they seem? A cunning and clever 

read.

SCIENCE FICTION

Ian Beck Pastworld Victorian London is a gigantic theme-park for space tourists.

Scott Orson-Card Ender’s Game Series Brilliant read set in a training school for 



battleship and fighter pilots in the quest to defeat the alien race “The Buggers”.

James Dashner Maze Runner Trilogy Great futuristic thriller about a group of 

boys trapped in a stone maze that hides the horrors which lurk outside.

Will Hill Department 19 Series Welcome to a strange government department 

that fights

supernatural beings. Quality mix of horror, thriller & science fiction.

James Patterson Dangerous Days of Dani el X Series Daniel is an alien 

hunter – bent for revenge on those who murdered his parents. Violent, over the top, 

quality science fiction.

James Patterson Maximum Ride Series Stunning multi book sequence about a 

group of teenagers genetically engineered to be 1% bird as part of a secret 

experiment.

Piccatus Lore The Rise of Nine Series Nine aliens hide on earth. Three of 

them have been killed. John is Number Four on the hit list. Much better than the 

film version.

Elizabeth Norris The Unravelling The world is going to end in 23 days. What 

can Jeanne do to stop it? A top quality science fiction, techno, thriller.

Beth Revis Across the Universe & A Million Suns SF thriller about a girl, 

cryogenically frozen, who is woken  up 50 years too early & suspects someone is 

trying to murder her.

Alex Scarrow Time Riders Series Teens are recruited by a secret organisation 

to travel into the past to change time. Highly entertaining thriller.



Stephen Wallenfels POD Giant spheres appear over Earth zapping & killing all who 

move. What would you do to survive? Stay indoors or battle outside….

WAR & CONFLICT

John Boyne The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas One of the saddest books I’ve 

ever read. Set around the time of the Holocaust. Saying anything else will give it 

away. Read it!

Emma Craigie Chocolate Cake With Hitler Really moving account of the 

short life of Joseph Goebbels' eldest child, Helga. Harrowing, believable and 

gripping.

Michael Cronin Against the Day & Through the Night Uncannily believable 

accounts of what might have happened if Germany had successfully invaded the 

UK during World War Two.

Sharon Dogar Annexed Imagined story of Peter, the boy who may have loved 

Anne Frank.

Paul Dowswell Auslander A hugely impressive thriller set during the Second 

World War, seen from the point of view of a German teenager.

Alan Gibbons An Act of Love Great thriller about two best friends who grow 

apart when one joins the army & goes to Afghanistan. A vivid & very real tale.

Maurice Gleitzman Once Trilogy Captivating, and moving story of two child 

friends growing up in Nazi occupied Poland. The series follows them as they age.

Michael Morpurgo Private Peaceful Brilliant World War 1 trench novel about 

conscientious objectors.



Anna Perera Guantanamo Boy A 15 year old British boy on holiday in Pakistan 

is abducted and taken to Guantanamo Bay detention centre. Gripping.

Frances Zusak The Book Thief Death takes an interest in an orphaned girl. This 

Nazi Germany set novel is seeped deep in humanity and compassion. Amazing.

HISTORICAL FICTION

Laurie H Anderson Chains & Forge Compelling story of a slave girl during the 

American Civil War. 

Theresa Breslin Prisoner of the Inquisition Thrilling story, set in the Spanish 

Inquisition, about 2 children, from different backgrounds, which fate throws 

together.

Mary Hooper Fallen Grace Moving tale, set in Victorian London, of two sisters, 

one of whom has an illegitimate child.

Sally Nicholls All Fall Down Powerful Middle Ages set tale, around the time of 

the Black Death.

Kenneth Oppel A Dark Endeavour A prequel to Frankenstein, picking up the 

story when Victor is 16.

Philip Pullman Ruby in the Smoke (Sally Lockhart Series) Exceptional 

mystery trilogy, about a girl trying to find out why her father was murdered, set in 

Victorian London.

Celia Rees The Fool’s Girl An outstanding story of loss and love, of beliefs and 

destiny, set in the time of Shakespeare, who makes an appearance himself.



Meg Rosoff The Bride’s Farewell Simply wonderful tale of a teenage girl who 

runs away from her home, and future, on the day of her wedding.

MULTICULTURAL: NOVELS FROM OTHER CULTURES

Valerie Bloom The Tribe Wonderful tale of the Spanish invading Mexico and 

trying to force the people into slavery.

Chris Bradford Young Samurai Series Fascinating novel about an English boy 

who is marooned in Japan in 1611 and is taught the ways of the Samurai.

Linzi Glass Ruby Red Dazzling novel of first love in modern day South Africa.

Heidi Durrow The Girl Who Fell from The Sky Moving tale of a mixed race 

girl, who always saw herself as white, forced to live with the black side of her family


